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Natural system - a contradiction in terms. Nature
has no system; she has, she is life and irs progress
from an unknown cemer toward an unknowable
goal. Scientific research is therefore endless, whether
one proceed analytically into mintltiae or follow the
trail as a whole, in all its breadth and height. [

-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Introduction
We live in an age of increasing polarization among thco~
rics regarding the nature of life. Some clai m that the mysteries of life and the human being will unfold with the
deciphering of the gt:lletic code, while others urgcndy
demand [hat science be morally, socially, and environmentally responsible fo r irs findin gs and irs association
wi m technological "advancements." Quanrum physics
reminds us there is no rrue li ne of separation between the
observer and the observed. - thac the world docs not work
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in linear ways. For even the most determined material scientist, nature is a non-linear dynamic system. The wholeness of nature can not be found through a dissection of its
partS. Do we include this concept of wholeness in our scientific practice? Many scientists and large corporations
reduce life co a material commodity as they patent seeds,
trademark research laboratory animals, and genetically
manipulate plantS and animals for herbicide and pest
resistance. This approach to the natural world has led to
the compartmentalization of the farm, where annual and
perennial plant cultivation, forestry, and animal husbandry were once practiced together as a living system.
It is this matetialistic approach to nature, which places
more emphasis on quantity, measurement, and isolated
expetiments to "explain" life than on relationships and
personal experience, that the poet, playwright, and scientist, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) was wary
of twO hundred years ago. He proposed a participatory
methodology for srudying and discovering lawfulness in
the natural world. The essence of the natural world is
growth and change, constant interaction ben-veen both
the living and the non-living realms. The relationships
ben-veen various beings in nature are nOt linear, but reciprocal and simultaneous, generating what has often been
referred to as a web of life. lOne may find deeper meaning in seeing that the very same patterns and processes at
work in the natural world are also at work in the individual human being. Goethe states: "If we would arrive, to
some degree, at a vital intuition of Nature, we must strive
to keep ourselves as Rexible and pliable as the example she
herself provides" . 3
Life and living processes are not linear, but they are
directional . This directionaliry follows patterns that obey
the laws of nature. It was through his mission to discover
and "see" the unity and lawfulness of nature, and especially through his observations of plants, that Goethe discovered and developed his theory of metamorphosis. He
gave definition and deeper meaning to these laws through
his studies in anatomy, botany, zoology, osteology, geology, and meteorology.
By allowing and training ourselves to become active in
our thinking, and to ~grow" and change with phenomena
(plants, animals, landscapes, etc.), we attempt to understand how the processes of becoming and of dying away
are manifested and at work in the natural world and in
ourselves. This rype of seeing is not meant to replace the
conventional scientific method, but to enhance it by
exploring phenomena in a different way. From a sense of
wholeness, we can see intrinsic relationships between the
"parts~ of a system, and can enter into OUf relationship
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with this system with appropriate action. Environmental
work such as ecological restoration and agriculture, where
the human being works in an intimate relationship with
the natural world, requires this ability if work is to be
appropriate for, and an extension of, the landscape.
"Steiner maintained that if artists could school
themselves to apprehend the inherent principles
manifesting in, and giving order to, natural phenomena, they could create forms with an inherent
consistency. The result would nor be naturalism - a
copying of nature - but a free expression of the
underlying formative principles working in nature." 4
If these types of work are done out of a sense of the
whole, the work belongs to this whole. In this way we
may aptly serve our feHow species and the landscapes in
which we live.
Goethean Sci ence and Phenom enology

The most basic tenet of Goethe's scientific method is that
we enter into the experience of the phenomenon itself,
remaining with it throughout our research, rather than
speculating beyofld it or replacing the phenomenon with
an abstract concept or mathematical model. By dwelling
in the phenomenon itself, Goethe maintained that one
could come to "see" the unity and lawfulness of the natural world. In his scientific studies, he was seeking ro
explain na ,~ure by laws of development lying within
nature itself, not external forces located outside nature. 5
In this sense, Goethe's approacll was truly phenomenological. A phenomenological scienc,.e ~draws theoretical
concepts from the structure of phenomena themselves
rather than from an imperceptible realiry assumed to be
behind them. 6 This approach places emphasis on the scientist's perceptual capacities and underlines the primacy
and immediacy of sensory phenomena as reliable sources
of true information. 7 ~lnsofar as he makes use of his
healthy senses, man himself is the best and most exact scientific instrument gossible."g We do not need to exclude
ourselves or our s~ses, only our judgment, from the scientific process In order to practice good science.
Goethe did not accept the replacement of personal
observation and study with the use of instruments and
measuring devices, which tend to substitute the experience
of the object under study with a mathematical construct.
This replacement may well serve in the accumulacion of
information, but it does not lead to an understanding of
the phenomenon or of how we should interact with it.
Through direct and deep experience, he sought the underlying idea or law of nature itself, the ideal from which the
diversity of experiences unfold in the sensory world.

"Goethe wamed to show how all the individual branches
of natural science - natural history, physics, anatomy,
chemistry, wology, and physiology - must work together
in order that a higher kind of contemplation may use
them to explain the shapes and process ofliving beings." 9
His goal was to create a new science, a general morphology of organisms (Steiner, 1985) . IO He sought meaning
not through isolated individual phenomena, but through
the relationships of different forms .
In taking a phenomenological approach, "scientific
investigation becomes individualized - a process profoundly dependent on the person and his or her capacicies
to see panern, form, and the archetype within the multiplicity of nature." II Goethe recognizes this irf;iividualiz.1.tion and does not consider it an obstruction to the
validity of the science; rather, it places responsibility on
the scientist and allows for the development of the scientist in the process. 12 The practice of the Goethean way of
science is an exercise for scientists as they test and develop
their ability to "see" the unity of natu re as it manifests in
the multiplicity of its parts. IJ This approach requires the
"delicate empiricism" Goethe calls for in the scientist that one maintains an inner state of openness and willingness in which the phenomenon may present itself. l4 Sdfawareness in thinking is as important for the scientist as
:memiveness to the phenomenon under stlldy. ,
How can an individualized science be a reliable source
of knowledge? Goethean scholar Frederick Amrine writes,
"1 submit that Goethe's (method) is a(n} attractive
solution to this dilemma. His counsel is twofold:
first , trUSt in the appearances; and ~cond, accept
the role of (he thinking self in perception, but
reRect its powers back L1pon the self in striving for a
higher kind of objectivity. ~ 15
The method is a "balance betwecn selflessness in contemplating the phcnomenon and the activity of the self in
structuring experimental conditions ." r6 The fear of subjectivity dissolves rhrough consistent effort and the rigorous and self-critical methodology of the scientist.
Experimentation is not tested against an abstract mathematical expression, which replaccs the phenomenon, but
against the phenomenon itself. 17 "All phenomena have a
rational conceptual structure. A full understanding of
phenomena would bring their rational structure to selfconsciousness, which must be the goal of phenomenological science." 18 In this respect, the scientist, mak ing the
best use of her senses, intuition, and thinking skills, will
remain true to the experience of che phenomenon .
In order to understand Goethe's way of science, one
muse practice it, which requires open and discerning

attention and discipline in observation, absent of judgment. Goethe warns against an anthropocentric approach
to the natural \vorld; rather, he seeks to know phenomena
in and of themselves. 19 For example:
"A far more difficult task arises when a person's
thirst for knowledge kindles in him a desire to view
nature's objects in their own right and in relation to
one another. On the one hand he loses the yardstick
which came to his aid when he looked at things
from the human standpoint; i.c., in relation to himself. This yardstick of pleasurc and displeasure,
attraction and repulsion, help and harm, he must
now renounce absolutely; as a neutral, seemingly
godlike being he must seek out and examine what
is, not what pleases. Thus the tcue botanist must
remain unmoved by beauty or utility in a plant; hc
must explore its formation, its relation to other
plants. Like the sun which draws forth every plant
and shines on all, he must look upon each plant
with the same quiet gaze; he must find the measure
for what he learns, the data for judgment, nOt in
himself but in the sphere of what he observes." 20
Goethe putS faith and trust in the aesthetic and thinking capacity of the human being. Scientific study should
bring us closer ro nature, not separate us further from our
expf'.rience. Goethe maintained that. scientific nudy could
bring about a met:lmorphosis of the scientist herself.
"Every new object, well contemplated, opens up a new
org:ln within us." 21 The scientist becomes the instrument
through which the phenomenon reveals its.,c1f. Two hundred years ahead of his rime, Goethe signaled an urgency
for the reunion of human beings and the rest of the natmal world through pure experience and understanding. [
fed there is a gre:lt nced to embrace the bet that the very
patterns we sec in nature are visible to us because we are a
part of nature and therefore the patterns are also in us,
physically and psychologically.

Archetypal Phenom enon
The inner lawfulness in nature that Goethe sought ro
experience was what he called the archetypal phenomenon (Urphmomen) . 22 The archetypal phenomenon is the
ideal unity of a phenomenon from which the diversity of
experience, or forms, arise. "[Goethe] wanted to seek out
rhe idea of nature where it revealed itself most dearly and
then to descend from the pcrfect to the imperfect, in
order to understand the latter by the former." 23 "Goethe
sees in each individual form only one particular developmellt out of one ideal archetypal being which livcs in all
forms." 24 It is the idea that we can come to know
BIODYNAMICS
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could experience. It is here, in the archetypal realm, where
the paradox of experience and idea unfolds and dissolves.
One experiences the idea of the phenomenon.
"Everything is leaf, and through this simplicity the greatest manifoldness becomes possible," noted Goethe in his
Italian Journey. 33 The node and leaf together is the simple
form of the archetypal plant. From this simple form the
diversity of the plant kingdom atises. "In metamorphosis
the organism reveals the constant within change." 34 This
COnStant is [he primal organ, the leaf, which is transformed
through [he life cycle of a plant into the various metamorphic stages we see. The diversity of the plant kingdom arises
in JUSt how the different species uniquely express this law of
metamorphosis.
In his Metamorphosis of Planrs, Goethe describes how
the archetypal organ undergoes a threefold stage of expansion and contraction throughout the life cycle of a plant.
He sees the Aowering plants as the most complex and ideal
forms in the plant kingdom, and therefore suives to un de r~
stand the laws at work in them before descending [0 the
lower plant forms such as ferns and btyophytes. Here we: sec
in his methodology the idea of the unity in multiplicity how the archetyp"al idea is reAected within every part. 35
The first stage of expansion takes place as the seed germinates and the plant grows imo its "leaf stage." Within
the leafing of the plant we can also see a transformation.
Riegner dfl:cribes the plant as existing within polariries of
illumination and humidity, berween soil (dark and moist)
and air (light and dry). As we move up the stem of a plant
(or from a moister, low-light climate to a dry, high light
climate), leaves tend to change from ~ounder and less differentiated forms to ones that are more incised, differentiated, and contracted. At the end of this stage the leaves
contract into the calyx (the whorl of modified leaves or

phenomena in their most complex and perfect forms, and
from these ideals we can understand the more simple and
imperfect forms as they are expressed through rhe diversity of what we observe in the natura! world. "Divers ity
arises through the fact that something which is the same
in idea can exist in different forms in the perceptual
world." 25 With this approach we do not eliminate or
reduce the complexity of nature. Thinking moves in the
opposite direction from reductionism. whereb}' the complexiry of phenomena are usually replaced with or reduced
to more simple conStructs.
The experience of the archcrypal phenomenon is nOt a
finished product, but a pure activiry. 26 Steiner calls it "a
higher-order experience within an experiencc."27 "By
training one's observational skills and by becoming
increasingly aware of one's cognizing activity, the student
would be led towards an experience of the 'idea within the
reality'."28 Through this activity one comes to see how
the whole (the idea) is not an accwnulation or summation of the parts (rhe experiences). Rather, the whole can
be seen in every parr, and every parr. rightly seen,
becomes a reflection of the whole. 29
"Universal and particlliar, idea and experience enter
into a relationship that transcends logical subsumption. They become reciprocaiJy determinative and,
in that sensc, a unified and organic whole." 30
The whole (the idea or archetypal phenomenon) is reRened
in each panicular experience of me phenomenon. "Indeed,
nothing is more typical of Nature than that she carry out her
whole intention into the smallest division."}I Seeing the
wholeness and belongingness among parts that rna)' have
initially appeared separate or unrelated provides context and
meani ng and brings us home co [he namtal world. One sees
me general and universal paneens and relationships as they
are manifest through the diversiry of experience.

sepili).3 6

Metamorphosis and the Archetypal Plant
"Metamorphosis [is) nOt the outward alteration of one form
into anothet but differing ourward expressions of an inward
idea."}2 By studying how a plant develops, from seed co
seedling, growing into mawriry in f1owet, and returning to
seed, one can explore Goethe's idea of metamorphosis.
Goethe developed mueh of his ideas concerning metamorphosis during his botanical studies, through rigorous and
repeated observation, description, and comparison. From
his studies he discovered what he called the archetypal
plant, the plant within which all plants - past, present, and
future - are contained, and from which all forms arise. The
atchetypal plant is both an idea, containing all potemialilies
of "plant-ness," and something Goethe himself could "see,"

The second stage of expansion in plant metamorphosis
can be seen in the corolia, the whorl of mod ified leaves
cal led perals. Within the Rower a contraction and separation next a<;.curs and can be seen in the contracted StruC~
tures of the pistil and S(3mens. These separated pans
come together again through pollination in the fruit, the
final stage of expansion. Within the fruit the ultimate
connaction co seed completes the circle of threefold
expansion and comraction in the plant. 37 We can see the
archetypal plant in one of its infinite manifesrations
through each panicular species' expression of this metamorphic sequence.
"Our task, then, is to learn to see plants in such
a way that each species' place within the overall
organism of the plant world becomes apparent. The
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archetypal plant is the creative elemenr in the plant
world. If o ne wants to explai n an individual plant
species. one must show how th is creative element is
worki ng in a particular case." 38
The pocemial to glimpse this idea of the archetype of a
particular plam is present in every part of the plant, in
every shifting cransformatio n in its metamorphosis. Is
there a point in a plam's development where this " higher
sel f" is most available to the observer, most refined and
perfected? Klett maimains that the truest expression of
the plam being is manifest in the flower. 39 "It is a stage in
w hich a hi gher principle (the archetype) is at work, and in
which the character of a species or fam ily is most clearly
expressed." 4 0
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Biodynamic Agriculture as a Practice of Coethean
Phenomenology "Looking [0 the huu rc, to farm will mean not only to
practice science, bur :Usa to perform an an, and ultimatelyalso to follow a religion-all at once" (Klett, 1990,

P·29)·
T he biodynamic agricultural method, as an extension
of anthroposophy, Rudolf Steiner's spirirual science, is
Goerhean in its vision and efforrs to create a farm as a
"self-contained individualjty~ (Steiner, 1993, p. 27). The
farm is seen as a living bndSClpe, an evolvint individual
organism within which the farmer lives and works. The
subjectlobject (farmer/farm) distinction dissolves into a
relationship in which the farm and its componentS (soil,
plants, domestic animals, wildlife, \vater, etc.) are interdependent and necesS<1ry parts of a whole, rather than a
mechanism for production, as is often the case in conventional and even organic farming. With chis view, the relationship between the furmer and her furm is
phenomenological. The unique wholeness of the furm is
expressed in every parr, and the farmer srrives (0 experience and understand the system as a whole in order to
work intimately and effectively with the landscape.
Biodynami c agriculture takes an expansive macro-view
of all that may be influencing the furming system, including the cosmos and its cycles. One looks beyond the
perimeters of the farm itself, striving for an ecological!
bioregional approach: to see the farm as a landscape shaped
by the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems of which it is pan,
as well as the social and cultural conrext of a place. By seeing the farm not only as a result of all of these influences,
but also as a unique individual organism reflected in each
pan, the farmer is involved in a phenomenologic.11 relationship. In biodynamics one seeks to allow the farm to
develop into itself through (his co-creative partnership.

Biodynamic agriculrure seeks [0 grow food that nourishes human beings on a spiritual level and ultimately to
heal the ean h through cultivating forces in the narural
world that would nor be there without the imervenrion of
the human being. Biodynamic preparations are applied {Q
the farm "to enliven (he earthly itSelf, " so [hat (he eanh
may participate in the future evolution of the human
being (Klett, 1996; Steiner, 1993, p. 68). "Our work is to
create the body within which the farm individualiry can
develop into the future" (Klert, 1996, p. 19).
In biodynamic agricultUre [he idea of rhe "farm organism" is not metaphorical. A farm is a living landscape, a
true individual spiritual organism comparable to that of
an individual human being. "Our work structures the
physical body of the farm organism through soil culrivacion, the life-body through plant cultivation and landscaping, and the feeling-body by caring for the abundance
of animal life~ (Klett, 1990, p. 17). Manfred Klett discusses the biodynamic preparations as organs of percep(ion. The prepar:ttions act in the farm organism as sensory
and soul-spiritual organs do in the human being. "We
have to search for and prepare substances which can
become the physical carrier of soul-spiriuiaJ forces in the
same sense as ou r individual bodily substances are carrier
of our spiritual being, our ego" (K1en. 1996, p. 15). "The
goal of all the preparation work is to enliven physical subseances to become receptive to forces working from the
future to rhe present" (K1en, 1996, p. 39). They are [he
human being's spiritual 'manu re' in a sense, "our contribution from the spiritual levels of human beings" (Klett,
'99 6, p. 47)·
Steiner writes, "through an understanding of metamorphosis one can come to be at home in the organic
world" (in BOckcmuhl, 1981, p. x). Just as through the use
of the biodynam ic preparations one enlivens the soil of
the mrm, the farmer enlivens her own thinking through
an understanding of metamorphosis and transformation
(Steiner in Bockemuhl, 1981). This dialogue between the
farm er :llld the farm is phenomenological in that the
farmer's capacities for observation and experience, dear
thinking and developed intuition, allow her the ability [Q
"see" what and when actions are appropriate and necessary. T he work of the furmer develops OUt of [his dialogue
BIODYNAMICS
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and therefore is a reflection of the farm system. The ability to see wholeness and relationship, transforming and
growing, is essential if the farmer is really to be of service
and create a healthy relationship with the landscape and
living beings with which she works.

Art and Science
One can not easily relate the insight gained through
Goethean research to another person through words
alone. T he ocher person must also participate in the experience. Art is a medium through which one can enter
more deeply into the process of the phenomenon being
studied, and also through which one may be able to relate
this inner experience and understanding to others. "The
abilities we acquire through scientific schooling must be
complemented by art - by the ability to seek for the spirit
in the images of natural phenomena. Only from this
source can responsible action arise" (Bockemuhl, 198J). In
practicing a Goethean methodology, science is individualized, but this does nOt mean that the attempts are purely
subjective and dismissable. Jochen 80ckemuhl (1981)
describes the Goethean method as one in which the
empirical and the expressive merge into a new science, in
which the observer, making the highest usc of her sensory
and cognizing capacities, is able to perceive the lav"fulness
in nature through the study of the phenomenon itself.
This view is contingent upon a world view in which man
is a part of nature, and tbe lawfulness which is observable
in nature also exists within the human being. Through
creative expression of her experiences and observations,
the scientist can test herself against the phenomenon,
enter into a dialogue with the phenomenon, and relate to
others the insights or secrets she may have glimpsed .

A Phenomenological Study of Plant Metamorphosis
"All beings in nature have a physical body which
expression of pure wisdom" (Klett, 1990, p. )0) .

IS

an

Introduction of Project
To begin exploring the Goethean methodology, I undertook a project studying the metamorphosis of three
plants: valerian (Vauriana officinalis), dandelion (Taraxacum officina/e), and stinging nettle (Urrica dioica). These
plants are three of the six plants used in making the biodynamic compOSt preparations, developed by Rudolf
Steiner. On biodynamic farms and gardens, the preparations are used through manuring to enliven the soil and
help sensitize the cultivated plants. I chose to study these
plants in order to practice Goethe's scientific method, to
explore through a phenomenological approach what is
20
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the essence of these plants, and to gain insight into why
they were indicated by Steiner seventy-five years ago in his
lectures on agricuhure. I wanted to develop for myself a
new way of "seeing" and experiencing the natural world,
and to blend formal scientific botanical observation with
more expressive and "subjective" practices of artwork and
creative wflung.
An underlying question that inspired my exploration
of the Goethean approach was the question of whether
bio-regional biodynamic agriculrural systems should use
preparation plants and animals that are native or at least
"naturally" growing in the areas of practice. Are the European herbs indi cated by Rudolf Steiner in the Agriculture
course meant to be used worldwide? If nOt, should one
seek replacement preparation plants which work analogously in the farm organism, or would one find need for
plants to fulfill different roles particular to the bio-region
and the forces at work there? Steiner maintains that the
only preparation plant that could nor be replaced is the
stinging nt:ttle (1993). If we are to explore using native or
bio-regional plants (and animals) in making preparations
in different parts,A the world, the insights and research
into which plants are appropriate will not come out of
solely materialistic research methods. 1 did nor expect to
answer these questions as part of my project, but to
explore the Goethean methodology through studying the
nature of t[lre individual preparation plants more deeply.
Perhaps through a Goethean phenomenological approach
to studying plants, one could begin to develop a way of
seeing that could lead to answers for the above questions.

Methodology
This project spanned five-and-a-half months, from midMay to mid-November, 1999. I did my research while
interning at the Kimberton CSA, a biodynamic garden
that provides seasonal vegetables, small fruits, and flowers
for about 180 families around Kimberton, Pennsylvania.
All of the biodynamic preparation plams were growing in
or around tn::: garaen . The flowering of dandelion, valerian and stinging nettle was generally successive, allowing
me to focus mainly on one species at a time.
For my research ptocedure I used a Goethean approach
developed by Jochen Bockemuhl and discussed in his "Elements and Ethers: Modes of Observing [he World" (1985).
The researcher takes a five-stage approach ,in observing
phenomena. The "first impression" is the initial stage, after
which each mode of observation corresponds to one of the
four classical elemems of nature: earth, water, air, and
fire (warmth). This method was also used by Nigel Hoffmann in his essay, "The Unity of Science and Art:

Gocmean Phenomenology as :l New Ecological Disci·
pline." (1998) from which I drew much inspiration for my
projccL The procession of th is method parallels the three
Stages Goethe described and experienced: the empirical
phenomenon. the scientific phenomenon, and the pure
phenomenon (1988). T he stages are steps along a co nrin ~
ullm of deepening study. The distinctions provide a muc~
ture to help the researcher to be conscious of the ways she
observes and thinks. Throughout my study I returned
agai n and again to the earlier srage:s ro check myself as my
observations and thoughrs of rhe plants deepencd and
developed.
Through the stages of observation and cognition. I
tried co allow the planrs to express chemstlves co and
through me. Maintaining the "calm openness and willing.
ness" that Goethe calls for in a researcher was a difficult
task. It required discipline in thinking and se lf~criticism
to avoid premature judgments and imaginations that had
no intrinsic relation ro the phenomena I was studying.
Through my exercise of this methodology I was able to
enter deeply into my experience of the plan ts whi le
becoming aware of patterns and limitations in my think~
ing and observing. My observations and artwork are ([uly
individualized; I do not claim they are represenrarive of
the essence or archetypes of the planrs under study. They
are reflective of my experience of the plams and were used
to deepen my undemanding of the metamorphosis of
plants as seen in these species.
T he first impression is JUSt that; it is the impression or
feeling one receives from the plant upon first encounter·
ing it. It is the feeling of wholeness ::md~'tmiq u e n ess of the
plant, before one looks closer and begins to notice and
differentiate the particular detaits. The aim i~ to make
conscious the initial encounter (Hoffmann, 1998).
In the earth stage one describes the plant in detail in its
physical, solid form. It is a sensory experience of the phe·
nomenon, in which the details are explored and described
as exacrly and systemarica.lly as possible. T his stage could
resuh in rile endless accumulation of more and more
information, but this is not the point in the Goethean
approach. This is the stage in which conventional science
usually remains, penetrating the physical nature of the
plant through further and further dissection into th e
organs, tissues, cells, and genetic material of the plant.
The next stages of the Goethean approach move in the
opposite direction of this convemional approach, seeking
to understand the wholeness of the species, asking q u es~
tions of the plant's meaning and nature, how it uniq uely
expresses, mrough its metamorphosis, (he idea of the
archetypal planr.

In the water Stage, one begins to look for relationships
between the pans observed and studied so closely in the
earth stage. One begins to see the plant as a living being
char changes through space and time. Is there a pattern to
this transformation that is particular or expressive of the
nature of this species as well as telling of the plant world
as a whole? In this stage the observer may practice what
Goethe called "exact sensorial imagination, ~ whereby the
observer uses her imaginarion to "grow and transform
with" the plant as it metamorphoses (Hoffmann. 1998. p.
133). "The forces that cause metamorphosis in the ou rside
world are active within us when we can see rIlis metamor~
phosis" (Klett, 1996, p. n ). This stage challenges one to
become fluid in thinking, in imagining the changes (seed~
vegetat ive~ Howering.fruitin g·see d) that take place in the
non·observable world and that are seen in the sensory
world only as snapshots in ti me. The patterns with which
the plant d ivides and grows, flowers, and fruits shed light
into th is dynamic bei ng.
In the air stage, one takes the flui di ty of the water stage
and internalizes it further, looking for the "gestu re" that is
expressed through the transformations of the plant. "A
gesture is nOt merely a movement but, rather, an action
through which a definite meaning expresses itself~ (Hoff·
mann, 1998, p. 134). Air is a substance transparent and
amorphous; it is rhe carrier of other elements, but is not
itself visible. ~ h is characteristic of air to expand in all
directions, offering its own being in order that the being
and activity of another can appear" (Bockemuhl. 1985. p.
26). With (his idea of air in mind, B 6ckcrr~uW assertS that
we reach the cognitive attitude corresponding to me eIe·
memo "An inner readiness is thus created for that which
manifests in the world to reveal itself in us, as an image
which discloses a being" (Bockemuhl, 1985, p. 26) . We use
our imagination to take in this gesturing - rhe idea
behind the formative movements of the plant - and
attempt to express it verbally, pictorially. poetically, or in
some other way to bring it into the sensory' world. Klett
describes how plantS come to expression most perfectly
through their Rowering and relates this to the thinking
process in thc human being.
"The same force that is active in thinking is active in
the outside world as the force of plant growth. In
thinking a life process is active. The thinking activity
is an inner life process which remains unconscious.
The very moment it comes to an end, that is, it
becomes conscious. it dies into the thought. From
this point of view, life forces are active wisdom. T he
forces in thinking 3ce related to the forces thar allow
the plants to grow. In plant life they also die, but in
BIODYNAMICS
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blossom , whereas in thinking they die into the
thought. In the Rowering stage the wisdom of the
plam being is manifest. [n the same sense as plant
growth ends in the blossom. so the rhinking activity
n
culminates in the "bJossom of thought. Both are
revelations of reality on twO different levels. That is
why our rhinking can lead us to the trmh in
n
nature. (Klett, 1996, p. 10).
Throughom the air stage one becomes more in tOuch
with one's own thinking process. One comes closer [Q the
idea or the archetype of the plant through "imaginal manifestation" (Bockemuhl. 1985, p. 27)·
The fire, or warmth. stage, is the final stage of research.
This stage correlates with the intuitive mode of thinking.
T his is the stage of Goethe's "pure phenomenon," in
which one experiences the archetype of the plant (Hoffmann, 1998, p. 135). Bockemuhl (1985. p. 30) writes,
"We experience warmth directly - eieher within us
or as the condition of ollr environment relative to
li S. 1t is the element which penetrates and energizes
everything, and which also can destroy everything
from within .. .. \'(1armth is an immediate presence,
full of content but undifferemiated. 'We ate at the
limit of what can be called a mode of observation.
The warmth enters us - our inner acciviry itself
becomes an organ. \Vle do not experience the ourer
expression of a being, we become aware of its inner
impulse."
In rhe fire stage one feels the potenc)' of (he plam internail)' through intuition. "Goethe talked about (!xpressing
the archetypal phenomenon in terms of short, pregnant
sentences that he compared in their cogency and symbolic power to mathematical expressions" (Hoffmann,
citing Hegge, 1998, p. 135). One may attempt to bring this
expression of the plane as Utheory" into the sensual world
artistically through writing and paiming.lt is in th is stage
ehat one sees how [he planr relates to its environment
through its role in the landscape.

Applying the Goethea n Methodology to Three
Preparation Plants

Dandelion (Taraxacum officina/e)
Dandelion is in the Asreraceae f,1.mi iy, rhe largest
angiosperm fami lies with 1,160 genera and 19,085 species.
Many arc important economic, food, or medicinal plants.
Distribution is cosmopoliran. with many especially well
adapted [Q temperate, momane, or dry regions. Dandelion is in the LtzrtUClat (CichoriMe) tribe, of seventy genera and 2..300 species (Zomlefer, 1994). Dandelions can
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grow from e ither seed or rOOt cutting, and have the ability
to produce viable seeds without the aid of pollen (Bockemuhl. 1981).
F I RST I MPRESSION:

Blankets of bright yellow-spotted green spread over the
garden's grassy areas. Colonies of potent yellow discs, dense
and low-growing in the green. Looking closer, golden
blooms stand on straw-like pink and green-glowing stems,
above toothed green leaves, gentle rockers uplifting into
to the air.
Dandelions seeding:
Shimm(,ring ~;Iver heads oflighl
lanterns~n the garden, floating over Ihe dark earth.
EART H

Two rounded seed leaves (cotyledons) sproUl from the
d<tndelion seed. The true leaves that follow are arranged
in a basal rosette and grow generally prostrate to rhe
ground. The leaves are deep green , varying from light to
dark, often with dark reddish purple midribs and edges.
New leaves grow OUt of the center of the rosette. The
indentations in the leaves vary greatly between individuals
bllt are generally dceply incised , almost to the midrib (fig.
1.1 and fig. 1.2.). inciS3eions arc morc extreme (cur away)

small. The seed head of one dandelion inflorescence
appears as a white globe, holding hundreds of these tiny
seeds (achenes), each with a feathery white pappus. Achenes arc rigid, angular and bumpy, brown, 1-2 mm in
length, less than 1 mm wide (fig. 1.3).
The main fleshy taproor of rhe dandelion goes deep
into (he ground and is bitter to taste. Small side-roots
branch from the main taprOOt.
WATER

The three stages of expansion and contraction that
Goethe refers to as the archetypal metamorphic sequence

Figurl' 1.2. Taraxacum officinale - Prl'ssl'd plant showing basal growth pat·
tern and Il'af morphology

toward their base and less so coward the acute apice (tip).
Leaves are biner casting, as is the sticky white latex sap
[hat runs through them and the flowering stem. Veination
is branching.
The leaRess flower stem of the dandelion is flexible and
hollow, yet turgid and often lighter green than the leaves,
with varying shades of reddish purple throughout. Fine
white hairs cover the leaves and Rower SJ'alks, more
densely coward the center of the rosene. The bud is
tightly enclosed in numerous dark green, sometimes redtipped, bracts, which hang down below the head of the
open flowers . The bright yellow, umbrella-shaped Rower
head consists of hundreds of separati disk Rowers in
which [he calyx is a reduced pappus and the corolla is
fused into a tubular structure. Stamens are also (used, and
one dark yellow bi-partite stigma stands JUSt above [he
rest of the Bower. The uni-carpel ovary is inferior and very

Figurl' 1.3. Taraxacum afficinale - Fruit (left) and seed

!

~fr, ~ ~fr,
Figure 1.4. Tara>:"acum afficinale; _ Leaf metam orphic sequence of One indio
vidual. Top,leaves from oldest to youngest (left to right); bottom, plant
divides into three se<tions. leaves within e~ch shown ~)dest to younges t
(11'ft to right).

in plants are readily visible in the dandelion. Due to the
shorr length of my research, and that most of the dandelions I studied were in mowed areas, I did not follow one
individual dandelion throughout its entire life cycle.
Thus, the leaf sequence (fig. 1.4) is not fuUy comptcte.
Still, transformation with age can be seen from more general, rounded leaves to more deeply and sharply incised
leaves. For a more. complere dandelion leaf sequence see.
Bockemuhl (1981, p. 58).
One can also see the threefold expansion and contraction within the movements of the dandelion's growth (fig.
L5 and fig. 1.6 on next page). Leaves, which were oriented
prostrate to the ground , appear involved in the next contractive movement: they orient themselves vertically,
enclosing the new bud before it rises on the leafless stem.
The bud expands into an inflorescence of hundreds of
tiny Rowers. Within each Rower, [he tubular yellow
corolla may be seen as expansion, and the separated stamens and pistil are contractions, which come cogether
BIODYNAMICS
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is again enclosed in the bracts in a conrractive movement.
The inflorescence unfolds (expands) for the last time as a
white globe of seeds, the ultimate contraction in the dandelion's metamorphic sequence.
AIR

Figure 1.5. Taraxacum officinalt - Seedlings

t

Figure 1.6. Taraxpcum

officinal~

The stages of development transform through a repeated
opening and closing; with each, a new expression of dandelion unfolds. The powerful sun-like flower opens on a risen
stem. It feds open and willing, and ultimately dosing,
transforms into silver seed, which is given over to the wind.
The dandelion seeds are everywhere; they are weightless in the wind. Omnipresent in the garden, dandelion
makes itself visible in the blankets of green leaves, golden
discs, and old silver lanterns. Ai; yellow flowets, they stand
shielding and welcoming, wide-open to the sky yet low to
the ground, intimate with the grass and darkness below.
Making home of every nook and cranny, the grassy
fields and gravel parking lot, the fencerow. Persistent and
bold in h:IDit and taste, tender and flexible of leaves, stem
and flowers. Quick movers and growers, they create and
embrace opporn..rnity with openness, refined strength,
and persistence through changing forms (fig. 1. 7).

_ Metamorphic sequence from bud to seed
Figure 1.7. Taraxacum I>ffidnalc - Gesture sketch

again to form the fruit (expansion) . The inflorescence
continues to open and close daily as the individual flowers
marure (a movement from the centeT of the inflorescence
toward the periphery). At peak maturity the inflorescence
24
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Figure 2.1. VQlen'r1M officina/is -left, seedling a-t thre e weeks; right, at six
weeks

F I RST I MPRESSION:

Valerian feels protective and intense, a paradox of orderliness and straightfonvardness, rising out of a deep-green
jungle ofleaves. Tight pinkish-white buds waiting to open .
A feeling of proper uprighmess and earthly grace.
EARTH

Figure 1.8. Tafaxa",m officinole - Image of plant as theory

Two succulent round green cotyledons grow from the
tiny valerian seed. Secondary leaves are darker green with
depressed branching veins, raised on the underside. The
first true leaves are rounded, entire, with undulate indentations (fig. 2. 1). Older [eaves are more deeply incised,
forming odd-pinnate leaves with six to eight pairs of
leaRets. The valerian stems grow vertically up to five feet

FIRE:

At home, the garden
mirrors and welcomes in the sun
through srrong yellow flowers,
warm and round in their openness (fig. 1.8).

Valerian (Valeriano officinalis)
Valerian belongs to the family Vilierillnactlle, merged by
some into the family Caprijo/iaceae (Zomlefer, 1994). The
genus Valeriana includes 150-200 species of perennials,
and occurs worldwide except for Australia. V officina/is,
also called g.:trden heliotrope, is found widely in Europe
and east to Japan (Bown, (995). [t is a well~known and
widely used medicinal planr. The genus is distinguished
from others in the family by having three stamens; a
small, nectar-bearing sac at the base of the corolla; an
epigynous, feather pappus; and a one~chambered ovary
(Hobbs, 1993). "Because of their compound leaves and
umbcl~like Rower clusters they are often mistaken for
Apiaceae but actually they are more closely related to
ASferaceae" (Weber and Whinmann, 1996, p. 346).
Figure 2.2. VQlenana officinalis - Pressed plarlts
BIODYNAMICS
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Figure 2.3. Valeriana ojficinofjs - Leaf metamorphic sequence, oldest to
youngest, left to right

in height (fig. 2.2). Several of these stems were growing
from each of the plants I observed, which were in their
second year of flowering. The stem is hollow, except at the
nodes, grooved and lighter green than the leaves. Leaflets
are narrow and sharply serrated, with attenuate (pointed)
apices and bases. Stems are covered in fuzzy white hairs
tOward the upper parts of the plant, especially at leaf
nodes. The leaflets toward the tip of the leaf are not

Figure 2.6. Voleriano offiCinal;! - Metamorphic sequence from bud to seed
showing branching and enlarged bud to seed.

always completely differentiated, remaining fused at the
base (fig. 2.3). Leaf arrangement is opposite, as is the
branching of the stems and the cymose flower dusters,
which collcinue to divide in this way severa! times before
flowering (fig. 2.4 and fig. 2.6).
The entire pl~t, and mOSt intensely the flowers, gives
off an immediately noticeable, almost suffocating sweet,
yet pungent, smell. Thick and heavy in the air, the senses
of taste and smel! are nOt completely distinguishable.
Epigynous flowers consist of a fused calyx, fused corolla
(white or Ilt;ht pink and five-parted), and three stamens
with yellow anthers growing out of the floral tube which
is adanate (fused or attached from the beginning of development) with a unicarpal, inferior oV<'i.ry. The stigma is
tri-partite and does nOt extend above the corolla like the
stamens (fig. 2.6).
The green fruit is an elongated pear-shaped achene,
covered with tiny hairs. The brown rigid seed is tipped
with a radially symmetrical pappus-like feathery plume.
Rhizominous roars are vertical and short, with flexible
and white-fleshed side roots and have a smell similar to,
but less sweet than r that of the flower; they only lack the
sweetness. ~'he taste is not as suong as the smell; it is
sweeter, and· creates a numbing sensation in the mouth.
Several main root branches grow in an arch downward
into the ground, with a dense network of other smaller
roots filling in this centra! cluster (Bockemuhl, 1981).
WATER

Figure 2.4. Vaiuiona officinoli! - Metamorphic seque nce showing leaf to
flower transition
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Like dandelion, valerian is also an ideal representative of
Goethe's archetypal metamorphosis in plants. The plant
usually remains in a vegetative state of expansion for the
first growing season. The following season, a stem rises
vertically on which leaf transformation is visible (fig. 2.3

and fi g. 2.4). The leaves shorten while the individual
leaRets spread and become more sharply incised. The contraction stage becomes readily apparent as leaf size diminishes and leaRets arc concentrated on a sharrer stem.
Leaves continue to conuact and differentiate as one fo llows the plant up the stem. Flower stems rise from the
axillary buds in an expansive movement. Buds. which
were tightly enclosed in the tiny green bracts, open into
pinkish-white blooms. With in the flower. a tiny achene is
for med and released into the air, carried by its pappus-like
umbrella. Looking at [he leaf and flower sequence, the
final contraction phase of valerian can be visualized as the
Rower stems shorten toward the apex of the. plant, ultimately dissolving into the air, conrraq ing lhto the seed
(fig. '-4 and fig. 2.6).

::-

••• <'.' ".

A IR

Balanced . angled, upward extension - valerian is like a living ladder showing three-stage evolution between soil and
sky. from seed to seed. The delicacy of the Rowers above is
clouded by their d ulling scem , which seems to send us
back down to the jungly leaves below.
Valerian in flower SGlnds fine,
with ice-capped, snowy clouds Roating
over jungle-green earth bodies,
like the earth micro-cosmed from equator 110 pole.
A balance of amicipated movemenr from leaf ro Rower,
uniform idea unfolding.
Dense and toothed, green leaves and stem give rise [0
bloom
powdery white waif of submerged peffume (fig. 2.7).

Figure 2.7. V<I/ui<ln<l <lffi'ina/is- Ges ture sketch

F IRE

As a flne dance of polarityfrom darkness below to light abovevalerian perfumes over the garden
thick clouds of incense (fig. 2.8).
Stinging NeUle (Urtico dio;co)
Stingi ng nettle is in the UrtiCllctllt fa mily, tribe Unictllt.
The fumily includes ninety-eight genera and 2,475 species
of annual and perennial herbs, sh rubs, and trees found primarily in tropical and subtropical regions of the world
(Zomlefer, 1994) . UrliCd diokll is one of the few species
found in cooler temperate regions. being narive to Eurasia
and having spread with human habitation. It is a com mon weed thriving on nitrogen-rich soils of cultivated
lands (Bown, 1995). Characteristics of the fam ily include
milky [ 0 watcry sap. reduced imperfect Rowers in modified cymose inflorescences, reduced or absem periamh,
BIODYNAMICS
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uni-Iocular gynoecium with solitary ovule, fruit type
either achene or multi-fruit drupe, and often calcification
or silicification of certain cell walls (epidermal hairs and
tissues of leaves) (Zomlefer, 1994). The stinging nettle
tribe, Urrice/le, is characterized by stinging hairs embedded in epidermal cells that, when broken, have a special
"hypodermic needle" mechanism for releasing their irritating contentS (h istamines and acerocholines) (Zomlefer,
1994, p. 104).
Figure 3.5. Urliw dioica - Leaves and cymose flower duste rs, frui ting
F I RST I MPRESS ION

C lustered stands of green, with garlands of Aowers so tiny,
simple, and many. This plant known by touch before
sight as the sting burns with immediacy and warning.
Four is the number of netde, pointing both upwards and
downwards .
EARTH

T he nettle patches I observed were located along a
fencerow beneath a tree, and alongside the "bull barn, ~ a
storage shed near a water faucet used daily for hand washing. Due to the severe drought Pennsylvania experienced
this summer (1999), the nettles under the tree dried up

Figure 3.4. Urtiw dioico - Pressed plan ts
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early; those at the shed survived mainly due ro their proximity to the water faucet and roof run-off.
The most immediate and direct sensory experience of
the stinging nettle is through touch. In faCt, Culpeper
writes tbac stinging nerdes, "need no description; they
may be found by feeling, in the darkest night" (1653, cited
in Bown, 1995, p. 217). The lingering sting is burning and
stimulating, causing pulsation, tingling, and sometimes
itching, cr,mparable to that of an insect.
All of the stinging nettle plants I observed were growing in bunches ci several individual unbranching stems
with very regular opposite leaf arrangement. The cordate
leaves are elongated and entirely serrate, and are covered
with tiny silicaceous epidermal hairs (fig. 3+ and fig. 3.5).
Leaves tend to droop in a downward arch and are folded
along the midrib. Veins are netted and branching, prominent on the underside of the leaves (fig. 3.5). Leaves taste
very eanhy, concentrated with minerals.
The stem of the netde is square, rigid and fibrous, also
covered wirh tiny hairs and lighter green in color than the
deep green leaves.
Flowers are very tiny and indescript, arranged in
bunched clusters on cymose inAorescences, which hang in
whorls around the node, arising from the axillary buds
(fig. 3.5). Plants can be either monoecious or dioecious,
with both male and female Rowers apetalous with foursegmented perianth,s, Pistillate Aowers are yellowish-green

Figu re 3.6. Urliw dioiw - Up~r left, staminate buds; lowe. left, staminate
flowers; uppel right. (ru it; lower right. seeds

and uni*carpel; staminate Rowers include a four*parted
perianth with four white fi laments topped by bi*partite
anthers (fig. 3.6) . PlantS are apparently wind pollinated.
Fruits are persistent calyxes (closed perianrh) uni*
carpel and green. Seeds (achenes) are brown and smooth

(fig. 3.6) .
Roots are fibrous . PlantS often spread vegetatively from
the roots creating the d ustered*habit of the nettle patch .
WATER

The neule does not go through a very visible rransforma*
tion. Leaves become brger and more elong:Hed with age
and as one travels up the stem, but the general form
remains conStant from carlyon (fig. 3.4 and tig. 3.7). Size
again decreases as one reaches che apex of the plam, where
the newest leaves and Rower dusters arise. Nettle is very
regular and predictable in its growth pattern. Male and
female Rowers undergo transformation :lS they develop
fro m enclosed buds to open Rowers, and then closing
again, but the Stages are very difficult to observe. Flowers
mature along the ste m fro m the ground up, with the
merist(m at the tip of the plant. It is as if the stinging net*
de disappears into its youth as one reaches the tip, almost
di sappearing into potentiality. With the stinging nettle, I
was tempted to skip the water stage and go directly into
the air stage, where the gesture is most clearly,::xpressed .

figure l7. Urli'Q

diQi~ -

Seedling

AIR

ES[ablished eanhy elegance,
how yOll stimulate with needles of immediate recogni*
tion.
A ladder of porenriali ty reaching skyward,
embodied in regularity, garlands of Rowers,
and stinging self*protection (fig. 3.8).
Some little secret,
you hold
down this place
bet'\veen soil
Sr below
and the sky - your parade.
Poised and distinguished,
at home near humble old buildings,
project remnants, seasonal debris;
we remember you well - if nOt fondlyhow you rise from the cracks
berween old boards and rusty spigots
fierce yet quiet - like a cat - stray and self~satisfied.
Touched, you jump into our world,
holding firm the ground,
and into the air
your angled
leaves.

figu re 3-8. UrlU;1l dill;'Q - Gesture sketch
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Figure 3.9. Ursiw diQica - Image of plant as

·theory~

F' RE
In regular and refined form ,
the garden releases a stinging force
of sti mulation and prOtection (fig. 3.9).
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Goethean Science: A Phenomenological Study
Of Plant Metamorphosis - Part 3
Applying the Goethean Methodology to Three Preparation Plants
The fllfqwing is tht: final ugmtnt ofth~f: taken from t1 thnil
written as par{ 0/ the aut/lOTs work at Prescott Co/kge
loward n rkgref: in Envirollm(Tuat Studirs, with all tTnphasis

in Agrotcology The first two paTl$ of the pieu, [omsing on
the use of ddntu/ion, va/nian, and stinging nettle in tJu
making of the pup4rfltiom, nppM"d in

issu~

Number 230

ond 2JI o/this journal.
Stinging Nettle, Dandelion , and Valerian in the

Biodynamic Preparation s
Stinging nettle, dandelion and valerian were chosen out
of deep insight as preparation plants. Steiner first indicated these plants in 191.4 in his Agriculture Course,

where he describes their unique qualities and how the
preparations should be made. The following discussion
comes from Steiner and oth~rs who have researched and
worked with the preparations.
Stinging Nettle
There is one plant whose beneficial inRuence on the
manure is such that it would be next to impossible
to find a substitute for it ... stingi ng nettle is in bct
the greatest benefactor of plant growth, and it can
hardly be replaced by any other planr ... Stinging
nettle is a real jack~of~a1I.trades; it can do many dif·
ferent things. It too contains sulfur, which, as I have
already explained, plays an important role in assimi~
lating and incorporating the spiritual. Stinging ncrtl ~ also carries the radiations and currents of potash
and calcium, bu t in addition, it has a kind of iron
radiation that is nearly as ben~ficiaJ fo r the whole
course of narure as the iron radiations in our blood
are for us. It should actually be growing all around
OU I' hearts, since the role it plays in nature by virtue
of its marvelous inner structure and way of working
is very similar co that of th~ heart in rhe human
organism. (Steiner, 1993, pp. 98--9)
The stinging nettle preparation is made by burying the
entire plantS in the ground in the fall and leaving them
[here: for a full year. (Steiner. 1993) Unlike with the other
preparation plants, the entire: plant, not just the Rower, is
used. "The stinging nettie has a very insignificant Rower
24
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which is quite hidden in the foliage of the upper parr, hut
the whole plant can be perceived as being a Rower." (Klen,
1996, p. 51) The nettle preparation is also unique in that it
does nOt require an animal sheath. It provides its own
sheath of silica hairs from which this intense burning
qualiry is released upon touch. (Klett, 1996, pp. 58, 78) "It
has the capaciry through this outer silica coath to perceive
what is working in the earth during summer and wintertime: while it is buried there. It provides its own sheath to
perceive and preserve what is concentrated in its 'inner
organization'." (KJen , 1996. p. 78)
When¥\,ou add this to your manure the effect will be
to m~e the manure inwardly sensitive and receptive, so that it, acts as if it were intelligent and does
not allow decomposition to take place in the wrong
way or let nitrogen escape ... it also makes the soil
more intelligent, so that it individualizes itself and
conforms to the particular plants that you grow in
it. Addi"'g Urtictt dioicn in this form is really like an
infusion of intelligence for the soil. (Steiner, 1993,
Pp·99-lOO)
T he stinging nettle preparation. alQ.n g with the yarrow
and the chamomile preparations, are used to "enliven the
solid earthly iesel£" (Klett, 1996. p. 50) They generate
"nous," a new living nitrogen in the soil. Nitrogen relates
to the forces of inwardness, and therefore this "nous" can
be compared to intelligence or self·consciousness of the
soil. (Steiner, 1993, p. 99) Bockemiihl sums up the nCHle
preparation by saying, "The stinging nettle can help to
prepare the ground., in such a way that the plant can select
what it needs. " (J.981, p. 77) It works especially with cal·
cium, potas!>ium, and iron.
Dandelion
The innocent, yellow dandelion is a tremendous
asset because it mediates between the fine homeo·
pathic distribution of silicic acid in the cosmos, and
the silicic acid that is actually used over the whole
region. T he dandelion is real ly a kind of messenger
from heaven. (Steiner, 1993. p. 103)
The dandelion preparation is made by taking the mature
Rowers, packing them in to a bovine mesentery. and bury-

ing them in the ground th rough the wmter. (Seei ner,
1993) T he dandelion preparation, added to the manure,

. . . will give the soil [he abiliry 10 attract JUSt as much
silicic acid from the atmosphere and from the cosmos
as is needed by the plants. In this way the plants will
become sensitive co everything at work ill their environment and then be able themselves to draw in
whatever else they need. (Seeiner, '993, pp. 103-4)
Dandelion is the mediator of forces from above and not
from below. It has the capaciry to relate cosmic substance,
sil ica, [Q earthly substance, potassium. (Klett, 1996)
Va le rian:
The valerian preparation is made by pressing the Rowers
for their juice. This juice is diluted and sprayed over the
compost pile in which the other preparations have been
placed. (Stei ner, 1993) "If this diluted valerian juice is
applied to the manure in a very fine manner, it will stimulate the manure to relate in the right way to the substance we call phosphorus." (Seeiner, 1993, p. 104)
Valerian is not like the sti nging nettle, which has the
unique capacity to envelop itself. Valerian is
enveloped by the cosmic circumference. It forms a
sheath of warmth wherever we spray it .. It surrounds the plant life with a warmth mantle. (Klett,
' 996, pp. 54-5)
It opens towards the spiritual, protectS against
influences of the natural envi ronmenr and preserves
the workings of its bromer and sister preparations
when we spray it over the compost heap. (Klett, 1996,

p. 8,)
Conclus ion
Whoever considers the meaning of natural science
in human life will find that the meaning cannot be
exhawted by the acquisition of knowledge ... The
soul does not live in what man can know of natu re,
but in the process of knowledge. The soul experiences itself in its activiry towards nature. (Steiner,
cited in Bockcmiihl, 1981, p. II).
Goethe was able to see the inherent connectedness of the
natural world. His theory of metamorphosis grew out of
his disciplined abiliry to see the archetypal laws of nature
expressed in every form. I undertook this project to
explore and develop in myself this holistic way of seeing
that grows out of the experience of phenomena. By
choosi ng to study metamorphosis in plan tS, I was able ro
research them as whole beings in thei r living envi ronment. Phenomenologically, I attempted to understand
the nature of the species by observing metamorphosis in

individuals. My sense for the essence of each plant grew
of my experiences, as I intended to see how Goethe's
archetypal plant was expressed in each .
I chose ro refrain from reading and researching the uses
or qualities of dandelion, valerian, and stinging nettle
during my personal research, although these activities
may have provided more information. This limitation
provided StruCture for the self-reflection and discipline I
needed so that I could use myself as an instrument to
"test" (he Goethean method. I wanted to explore these
plants in a way that did not result in an accumulated
"knowing" of them, but in their essence or wholeness.
During my research into dandelion, valerian, and
stinging nettle, I rem ained with the plants, observing
them over time, in various circumstances. T hrough my
observations, I tried to allow the plants ro express themselves to me, and sought to develop finer observational
and cognitive skills. I sough t the unity of each species by
exploring the forms of the various pans of the plant, the
relarionships between the pans, and rhe overall meaning
as it is expressed. through growth patterns and gestures. I
found my experience was a relationship between myself
and what J observed. This reciprocal relationship grows
our of my "intending" activity as an observer, whereby
observation is not passive or objective, but participarory
and therefore theory-laden. (Bo rtoft, (996) By remaining
with the phenomenon throughout my research, instead of
replacing it with an intangible concept, I worked to avoid
abstract subjectivity. T hrough this proces, I .was. able to
begin to see Goethe's archerypal plant in dandelion, valerian, and stinging nettle. With this ability I may begin to
see this archetypal law in all plants as well as how each
member of the plant kingdom is diverse in its expression
of (he threefold nature of metamorphosis .
This way of seeing cou ld gready benefit the more pragmatic and materialistic app roaches of botanical study. It
helps make visible the relatio llships between various
species within and between genera and families. For
exam ple, rhe fami ly Va/~riQnQmu is raxonomically very
closely related to the fami ly kurQctQ~. One can see this
relatedness in how Vl1/~rillnll officina/is and Taraxacum
ofJicinllLe undergo similar patterns of metamorphosis, and
in the morphological similarities of their Rowers, fruits,
and seeds. One can imagine the cymose flower dusters of
valerian fuerher contracting into a single inflorescence of
many Rowers, as in dandelion and other composites. Frui r
and seed formation are simi lar, as is the dispersal mechanism (valerian has a feathery pappus-like fruit much like
that of dandelion). Both species undergo a clearly visible
expression of the three stages of expansion, not only in
Ollt
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their organ rransforma tions, but also in how the overall
expression. The Goethean methodology challenges us to
morphology of the plants change throughout their life embrace this deeper wholeness of a phenomenon, to see it
cycles.
in rdation CO the rest of the natural world, and to ourOne can also see how the two plants are unique in their selves. This intimacy and ab ility to "see" wholeness, the
expression of the same inherent law of metamorphosis:
inner organization, becomes especially vital in working
valerian's pungent smell and uprighr nature, dandelion's
harmoniously with landscape, as in agriculture. Through
basal growth pattern and leaRess Rower stems, to name a an understanding of wholencss we may deepen our rever·
few. With a phenomenological approach, one can experi·
ence for the natural world and be moved to bring this
ence the meaning underlying plant taxonomy, coming to
respect into all of the realms of our lives.
see relatedness within the diversiry of plants.
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of the nettle is also an irreducible experience. Here the
stimulating effect of this plant can be felt immediately
through touch, and therefore the correlation to its work·
iugs in the "farm organism" (circulation, working with
iron) make intuitive se nse. The potent yellow color of the
dandelion Rower led me ro associate it with the sun, or
"cosmic~ qualities, and the fee lings of mength and wei·
comwg.
The goal of this project was nOt to support or refute
Steiner's insights, but [Q enter into a deeper relationship
with the natural world through practicing the Goethean
way of seei ng. I feel that this method is an appropriate
first Sfep in developing a fuller understanding of why
these plants wete chosen for the biodynamiC preparations,
and in exploring the possibility of replacing them with
bio·regionally appropriate species. One can begin to see
plants as inherently connected to, and as unique expres·
siam of, a landscape. Through this reRective relationship,
and with disciplined and refined perception, one could
progress from a plant's functions in the landscape to how
it might function as a preparation in the farm organism.
To do this one needs to include the workings and expressions of the cosmic influences in one's observations. I
believe that working with the Goethean method could
help engender one's ability ro "see" these qualities. More
extensive research into this area is rhus greatly encouraged.
I developed a deep appreciation for these plants
because I went beyond the analytical mode of observing
and thinking, and opened myself to experiencing them as
unique dynamic beings, inherently related, yet distincr in
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